Control & Surveillance
Workshop facilitated by
Julia Scher | Jennifer Schubert | Andrea Gaidano

The Maximum Security Society is composed of 6 inter-related sub-societies
The engineered society

Die technisierte oder technokratische
Gesellschaft

A dossier society

Eine verwaltete und archivierte, ihre
Mitglieder erfassende und bewertende
Gesellschaft

An actuarial or predictive society

Eine Versicherungs- und
Wirtschaftsstatistische und
prognostizierende Gesellschaft

The transparent or porous society

Die transparente oder poröse Gesellschaft

A self-monitored society
A suspicious society

Eine selbstüberwachte und –kontrollierte
Gesellschaft
Eine misstrauische Gesellschaft
Prof. Gary T. Marx (Soziologe, M.I.T.)

Security/Insecurity
Sicherheit/Unsicherheit
1932 Aldous Huxley published Brave New World

1935-1944 On air period of the German TV Station Paul Nipkow. Its headquarters were in Berlin. It was named after Paul Nipkow, the inventor of the Nipkow
disk
1936 Walter Benjamin published The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction
1939 John Cage composed Imaginary Landscape No. 1
1941 Konrad Zuse developed Z3, the first working machine featuring binary arithmetic, including floating point arithmetic and a measure of programmability.
In 1998 the Z3 was proved to be Turing complete, therefore being the world’s first operational computer.
1942 Siemens installed first CCTV for the monitoring Test Stand VII of A4-skyrockets (in Peenemünde)
1945 Vannevar Bush published in Journal The Atlantic Monthly the article As We May Think. He is thinking about a system called Memex (for Memory
Extender) as an electronic exstention of human memory and knowledge. A prototype both of PC and hypertext.
1946 Peter Goldmark (CBS) demonstrated his color television system. His system produced color pictures by having a red-blue-green wheel spin in front of a
cathode ray tube.
1949 This mechanical means of producing a color picture (by Peter Goldmark) was used to broadcast medical procedures from Pennsylvania and Atlantic City
hospitals. In Atlantic City, viewers could come to the convention center to see broadcasts of operations. Reports from the time noted that the realism of
seeing surgery in color caused more than a few viewers to faint.
1951 The first video tape recorder (VTR) captured live images from television cameras by converting the information into electrical impulses and saving the
information onto magnetic tape1956 Ampex sold the first VTR for $50,000
1957 Sputnik launch, 1st artificial satellite
1958-1980 Developement and activity of SAGE, Semi-Automatic Ground Environment, Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:SAGE_control_room.png
(This image is a work of a U.S. Air Force Airman or employee, taken or made during the course of the person’s official duties. As a work of the U.S. federal
government, the image is)
1950-80ies US SAGE961 first meteorological satellites launched by the USA
1963 Philips presented first audio cassette recorder
1963 Nam Jun Paik exhibit 13 TV monitors at EXPosition of Music ELetronic television at Galerie Parnass Wuppertal
1964 Marshall McLuhan published “Understanding Media”
1963-65 Ted Nelson (Projekt Xanadu) coined and published the term hypertext

Praxis ideas- Art interventions into pubic space

Control and Surveillance
a selection of Topics
Veillant
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words and iconography
Metaveillant
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many examples, other vaillant

https://www.cia.gov/news-information/featured-story-archive/2015-featured-storyarchive/corona-declassified.html

…more of the worlds space and outer space become surveillance societies the nature of life with surveillance is not homogeneous. What are the
realities of surveillance…its nature our veillance makes populations visible and differentiates between their members, surveillance itself features
varied techniques intensities…
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A Look Back … CORONA: The Nation’s First Photoreconnaissance Satellite

During the height of the Cold War, America’s policymakers were concerned about the likelihood of a surprise nuclear attack from the USSR. Soviet atomic and space advances intensified their fears. U.S. leaders needed hard info
Although the U-2 reconnaissance aircraft had provided imagery to dispel the alleged “Bomber Gap” in the late 1950s, the shootdown of Francis Gary Powers’ U-2 in May 1960 ended this collection program. Fortunately, the C

The Birth of the CORONA Project

The idea of the CORONA system was first broached in late 1957. The purpose of CORONA was to provide broad imagery coverage of the USSR to identify missile launch sites and production facilities. President Dwight D. Eis

disentangle the subject matter from transparency. other subjects of old surveillance definitions, categories, protecting certain old processes and
propaganda
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Source: Ricky Fitchett/Shutterstock

Source: Presse-Cintron.net

Source: Business Insider

https://www.wsj.com/articles/fever-detecting-goggles-and-disinfectant-dronescountries-turn-to-tech-to-fight-coronavirus-11583832616

Source: Wallstreet Journal, March 10th
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How to use the virus-induced situation to build up momentum for social-ecological transformation?
Introduction

Process Proposal

1.

Control & surveillance, by Julia Scher (KHM Cologne) and Jennifer Schubert (Unibz)

Introduction round – 10 min facilitators
+ 10 min participants
Who are you? Where are
you? Why or how are you
interested in this topic?

Please make notes below.

Description

Please use this template as a basic structure for your working group.
You are welcome to vary the suggested process. Open another
frame, make some drawings, create mindmaps, paste pictures …
Each working group has 120 minutes.
After the introduction round, please distribute the roles time keeping and
moderation.
We ask you to name at least three outcomes for concrete actions at the end of
the workshop - these will be discussed in the plenum.

Participants: Name, organization
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Please keep the overaching conference question in mind:
How to use the virus-induced situation to build up momentum for social-ecological
transformation?
Please note all names of participants.
We wish you an inspiring and successful exchange!

Rules
try to be on time
mute yourself, just unmute when you speak
when you ﬁrst speak, state your name
be kind, empathic and constructive
set clear objectives (including timing and accountabilities) following the template
the purpose is not to win an argument, but to hear many points of view and
explore many options and solutions to get into action
allow everybody to speak and to contribute
one person speaks at a time, but all participants can comment in the chat
seek ﬁrst to understand, not to be understood

Material Bar

2.

Input Presentation & Discussion - 30 min
Facilitators can shortly present something to feed the
discussion.
Discuss the topic and make notes and insights.

3.

Development of Approaches & Ideas around the topic - 30 min

4.

From ideas to action ! – 30 min

Collect emerging ideas, opportunities and chances generated by the discussion.

Deﬁne 3 concrete ways for taking action on your topic.

Try to develop your ideas together.

[Think about individual, collective, institutional action.
Think about scale - micro, meso, macro.
Think about who takes the action and who to target.]

Control & Surveillance
Elaborated Approaches & Outcomes

THE MOBILE PARADOX
visible and invisible

permission and submission

His surface is inviting, smooth,
appealing, glittery.
At the same time it houses the
invisible, the dangerous, the virus.

Every time I interact with it I submit
information. The information is
received, intercepted, reproduced.
This information can be controlled. I
am this information.
How much am I willing to submit?

security and insecurity

It also help me control my own fears,
anxieties, loneliness, safety. I can
check the latest news, I can call my
friends, I can mirror into it before an
important meeting.
But protocols, apps, OS can trace my
position, listen to my calls, store my
pictures.
How much of my private life can be
shared for security reasons?
Surveillance is invisible, it happens in
my hands, though the smooth, glittery
device I hold..

How to use the virus-induced situation to build up momentum for soc
Introduction

Process Proposal

1.

Control & surveillance, by Julia Scher (KHM Cologne) and Jennifer Schubert (Unibz)

Introduction round – 10 min facilitators
+ 10 min participants
Who are you? Where are you? Why or how are you
interested in this topic?

Description

Please use this template as a basic structure for your working group.
You are welcome to vary the suggested process. Open another
frame, make some drawings, create mindmaps, paste pictures …
Each working group has 120 minutes.
After the introduction round, please distribute the roles time keeping and
moderation.

Participants: Name, organization
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Julia
Jennifer
Andrea
Giovanna
Lynn
Tessa
Veronika
Beatrice
Viola

We ask you to name at least three outcomes for concrete actions at the end of
the workshop - these will be discussed in the plenum.
Please keep the overaching conference question in mind:
How to use the virus-induced situation to build up momentum for social-ecological
transformation?
Please note all names of participants.
We wish you an inspiring and successful exchange!

Rules
try to be on time
mute yourself, just unmute when you speak
when you ﬁrst speak, state your name
be kind, empathic and constructive
set clear objectives (including timing and accountabilities) following the template
the purpose is not to win an argument, but to hear many points of view and
explore many options and solutions to get into action
allow everybody to speak and to contribute
one person speaks at a time, but all participants can comment in the chat
seek ﬁrst to understand, not to be understood

Material Bar

2.

Input Presentation & Discussion - 30 min
Facilitators can shortly present something to feed the
discussion.
Discuss the topic and make notes and insights.

Please make notes below.

Giovanna - freelance designer and
journalism. Geographical location
related to virtual boundaries. Is there
any positive option in surveillance?
Is the solution a technological one?

Spontaneous Inputs
fear about your
personal health
information

Lynn - human-computer interaction
student in trento, part of a trans
feminist collective. Interested in how
social/activists movement relate to
control and surveillance. Not easy to
complete a proper reasoning in this
strange time.

Bio Politics

Veronika - transformation design
master in Braunschweig. Concerned
about the whole discourse around the
proper use of a new app (...) to be soon
introduced in Germany. Open health
data, do we really want them freely
accessible? Data privacy in this time of
crisis (...). Not too much discussion
(mobile-phone data on movements...).
Bias on tech-people, only them are
able to talk politically about tech
related things.

everybody should be
enabled to talk about
technology (it aﬀects
everybody)

Beatrice - from Frankfurt,
communication designer. Interested in
the diﬀerent point of view (Germany Italy as personal experienced
comparison).
Viola - Exchange student in Bolzano,
media and political studies BA and then
Transformation studies MA.
Who is designing the tech tools?
Biopolitical aspect of it..
Tessa - Art student.
Fascinated/interested in how countries
deal diﬀerently with data gathering and
control/distribution.

Truth
discussion about
technology needs to
open up

What comes after?
Whats about the
technology
implemented right
now?

Case Study:
„if everything’s so
smooth, why am I so
sad?“

When desinfecting
mobile phone it
feels weird: you
cannot see the virus

AI as discrimination trigger
excortion through
engagement
Monitoring Neighbors & Family
Members
> Power of Military/Police
citizens get passive
and loose control
about themselves
Great momentum to
make art and activism
shine :)
Surveillance is
invisible, feels
smooth, …
the bigger picture of
Submission Protocols,
what does it mean to
submit??

Tech-shapes that
produces
acceptances (round
edges..)
paraphrasing: "the
cleanest ecology
ever created is the
tech one"

3.

1.

Introduction round – 10 min facilitators
+ 10 min participants
Who are you? Where are you? Why or how are you
interested in this topic?

2.

Input Presentation & Discussion - 30 min
Facilitators can shortly present something to feed the
discussion.
Discuss the topic and make notes and insights.

3.

4.

Development of Approaches & Ideas around the topic - 30 min
Collect emerging ideas, opportunities and chances generated by the discussion.
Try to develop your ideas together.

Please make notes below.

Giovanna - freelance designer and
journalism. Geographical location
related to virtual boundaries. Is there
any positive option in surveillance?
Is the solution a technological one?

fear about your
personal health
information

Lynn - human-computer interaction
student in trento, part of a trans
feminist collective. Interested in how
social/activists movement relate to
control and surveillance. Not easy to
complete a proper reasoning in this
strange time.

Bio Politics

Veronika - transformation design
master in Braunschweig. Concerned
about the whole discourse around the
proper use of a new app (...) to be soon
introduced in Germany. Open health
data, do we really want them freely
accessible? Data privacy in this time of
crisis (...). Not too much discussion
(mobile-phone data on movements...).
Bias on tech-people, only them are
able to talk politically about tech
related things.

everybody should be
enabled to talk about
technology (it aﬀects
everybody)

Beatrice - from Frankfurt,
communication designer. Interested in
the diﬀerent point of view (Germany Italy as personal experienced
comparison).
Viola - Exchange student in Bolzano,
media and political studies BA and then
Transformation studies MA.
Who is designing the tech tools?
Biopolitical aspect of it..
Tessa - Art student.
Fascinated/interested in how countries
deal diﬀerently with data gathering and
control/distribution.

What we are willing to give up?
Giving up Freedom of Movement

Spontaneous Inputs

Truth
discussion about
technology needs to
open up

What comes after?
Whats about the
technology
implemented right
now?

Case Study:
„if everything’s so
smooth, why am I so
sad?“

When desinfecting
mobile phone it
feels weird: you
cannot see the virus

AI as discrimination trigger
excortion through
engagement
Monitoring Neighbors & Family
Members
> Power of Military/Police
citizens get passive
and loose control
about themselves
Great momentum to
make art and activism
shine :)

How to reach an
unconditional Solidarity
(for everybody)?

Solidarity is mis-used in diﬀerent
ways (solidarity for priviledged
people, not so much for minorities)

Who needs our solidarity?
Who and why is someone asking for
it? (government, citizens,...)
Acknowledgment of the dramatic
situation that others are living. Can
be seen as a good beginning for the
development of a more shared
solidary feel.

Gary Marx sub societies (1986):
1. engineering society
2. dossier society
3. actuarial or predictive society
4. transparent or porous society
5. self-monitored society
6. suspicious society

Surveillance is
invisible, feels
smooth, …
the bigger picture of
Submission Protocols,
what does it mean to
submit??

EMOTIONS

TECHNOLOGY

Tech-shapes that
produces
acceptances (round
edges..)
paraphrasing: "the
cleanest ecology
ever created is the
tech one"

Is there a determination date of
using those technologies?

To protest against
usage of those
technologies?
PERSONAL
POLICIES
Forced Apps through operating
systems or make up conditions to
enter supermarkets

Are now areas with no
internet (»Funkloch«)
get more priviledged
because their are less
survailable?
In or out?
Based on money
you have

Decisions about
Life or Death?
Internet based
infrastructure. What
would happen if
Internet stops working?
Are there analog
escamotages?

3.

4.

Development of Approaches & Ideas around the topic - 30 min

From ideas to action ! – 30 min

Collect emerging ideas, opportunities and chances generated by the discussion.

Deﬁne 3 concrete ways for taking action on your topic.

Try to develop your ideas together.

[Think about individual, collective, institutional action.
Think about scale - micro, meso, macro.
Think about who takes the action and who to target.]

What we are willing to give up?
Giving up Freedom of Movement

How to reach an
unconditional Solidarity
(for everybody)?

Solidarity is mis-used in diﬀerent
ways (solidarity for priviledged
people, not so much for minorities)

Who needs our solidarity?
Who and why is someone asking for
it? (government, citizens,...)
Acknowledgment of the dramatic
situation that others are living. Can
be seen as a good beginning for the
development of a more shared
solidary feel.

Gary Marx sub societies (1986):
1. engineering society
2. dossier society
3. actuarial or predictive society
4. transparent or porous society
5. self-monitored society
6. suspicious society

EMOTIONS

Is there a determination date of
using those technologies?

TECHNOLOGY
To protest against
usage of those
technologies?
PERSONAL
POLICIES
Forced Apps through operating
systems or make up conditions to
enter supermarkets

Are now areas with no
internet (»Funkloch«)
get more priviledged
because their are less
survailable?
In or out?
Based on money
you have

Decisions about
Life or Death?
Internet based
infrastructure. What
would happen if
Internet stops working?
Are there analog
escamotages?

Which kinds of protest
are possible in the time
when public space is
not accessible?
Protest through bad
voting of apps (ex:
homework app for
students/Japan?)

Digital Protest (e.g. Seebrücke)
> synchronous common
tweeting of politicians
(with hashtags
"leavenoonebehind") > how
these new forms of protest can
even improve and bundle
actions?
Implementation of
oﬄine-Activisms with
digital tools that can be
prototyped in this
moment.

1. Smoothness, Glitter, family
connection vs. Virus
(security/insecurity) Andrea
2. How to achieve unconditional
solidarity?
3. Funkloch areas (Controlled –
uncontrolled space?) Giovanna
4. Protect & (various) protest against
power sets?
5. How to be more active?
jschubert@unibz.it

